Dr. Oliver Hauss

“I was impressed to see how Oliver could take any unfriendly looking set of data and
transform it into an engaging, memorable, easy to understand presentation. He
brings together competencies in data analysis, information processing and effective
communication. If you have a lot of information that you want to communicate
effectively or train people to develop these skills then I would highly recommend
Oliver as a consultant and trainer.”
Turan Tanin, International Coach and Management Consultant

Keynotes:

Workshops:

Your words save lives!

3h Presentation Boot Camp

From bench to bedside, medical progress
requires engaging communication.

Compact workshop, ideal to brush up
presentation skills before an event.

“It‘s all about the data!“ - Or is it?

2 day workshop

How to ensure a sustainable knowledge
transfer in scientific presentations.

Presentation planning and design,
storytelling with graphs and data

Ignite their minds for your medical
value.
How to generate lasting interest in the
advantages of your medical technology.

3 day workshop
Like 2 day workshop, plus presentation
delivery
Workshops can be facilitated using
client‘s own presentation projects!

Teaser-Workshop/Keynote “There is no such thing as a dry topic.”
How to transform abstract topics from deterrents into inspiring learning experiences.
(1h, free except for costs of travel)

Coaching:
For technical/scientific presentations, product presentations etc.:
Presentation planning:
6 months
Presentation delivery:
4 months
Storytelling with graphs and data:
5 months

Book Oliver today!
www.drhauss.training

Qualifications
Chemistry (Dipl.-Chem., University of Würzburg)
Molecular and Cellular Biology (M.Sc., UT Southwestern Medical Center at
Dallas)
Molecular Oncology (Dr. ner. nat., Max Planck Institute of Molecular Physiology,
Dortmund and Ruhr University, Bochum)
Medical & Scientific Affairs Manager (IVD Industry)
Medical Science Manager / MSL (Pharmaceutical Industry)
Certified Trainer (Chamber of Commerce, Rhine-Neckar Region)
Advanced Communicator Silver (Toastmasters International)
Advanced Leader Bronze (Toastmasters International)
Additional Training in:
Event Psychology, Event Organization, German Event Law (International
Event and Congress Academy, Mannheim)
Moderation/Facilitation (Moderatorenwerk/ Jan Doering)
Business Storytelling (Stefan Wagner)

Presentations and Workshops held or facilitated at:
IFCC Euromedlab (Corporate Satellite Symposium)
IFCC Worldlab (Corporate Satellite Symposium)
Sysmex/Roche Baltics Haematology Symposium
ALLeGRO Toastmasters Floating Academy
Audiences up to ~250 people

“I attended Oliver's workshop called "There’s No Such Thing as a Dry Subject". I
work as a coach and a trainer so I must admit that I already knew a lot of things
about presentations and how to engage an audience BUT Oliver totally surprised
me! He delivered such a valuable content about how complex topics can inspire
rather than overwhelm the audience. I found his tips so useful in my job and I've
definitely seen the results! Thank you so much Oliver for your clarity, competence
and well balanced irony!”
Emanuela Fato, Coach, Purple & People

Book Oliver today!
www.drhauss.training
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